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ABSTRACT 
The reflexion method of Motzkin and Schoenberg is used to generate a class of 
piecewise linear retractions from X to Y where X is the set of all points within a fixed 
distance of the convex polyhedral set Y. 
1. MOTIVATION 
Consider a page, that is, a piece of paper, on which has been drawn 
a S-dimensional polyhedral convex set Y. Select an edge e1 of Y such 
that the page does not lie entirely to one side of it, and then fold the page 
along eI. Repeat this process of folding along such edges ei; see Fig. 1. 
FIG. 1. 
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As a consequence of our result, we see that after a finite number of folds, 
the page will lie within Y. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
[l, 2, 
4,6,7]. Briefly, consider the system ccix >, Bi (i = 1,. . , m) or equivalently, 
the system Y = n,y, Hi where Hi is the half space {x: xix 3 /Ii}. Assume 
that Y is in n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn and that Y has an interior. 
Let x,, 6 Y be arbitrary and generate a sequence x0, xi, x2,. . . , as follows. 
If xlc $ Y, then select a j(k) such that 
Let xk+l be the point obtained by reflecting xk about the boundary of 
Hj. With a slight modification, the Motzkin and Schoenberg argument 
shows that after finitely many iterations x1 will fall in Y and hence solve 
the system. We demonstrate that the procedure has a uniform property, 
namely, if x0 is within a distance S of Y then a point x2 will fall in Y for 
1 < I* where I* depends on 6 but not on xc,. A class of piecewisel linear2 
retractions3 from X to Y is thus constructed. 
The general reflexion function can be easily expressed. For i = 1,. , m 
where u( # 0 define fi: R” 4 Rn by 
fi(.z) = 2 + 2(&i, O))-2(/$ - cQZ)+cci 
where d and ( )+ denote Euclidean distance and the nonnegative part. 
If CQZ > pi then f&) = z, but if cliz < pi then z is reflected about the 
hyperplane {x: c(~% = fii}. 
Let g = (gi, g2,. . .) be an infinite sequence where gj E {fi,. . , f,} for 
i = 1, 2,. . . and where each fi is repeated infinitely many times in the 
sequence. Define gk to be the composite function g,g,_i - * * g,, that is, 
gk(z) = gk(gk--I( * * * (&htz)) . . * 1). 
Our result is that if Y has an interior, then there is an 1 such that g”(X) C Y. 
Such a gz is clearly a piecewise linear retraction from X to Y. They are a 
1 Finitely many pieces. 
2 Affine, that is. 
3 fi : X + Y is a retraction from X to Y if it is continuous and is the identity on Y. 
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finite composition of continuous piecewise linear functions, and hence 
are continuous and piecewise linear. Each fi is the identity function on Y 
and hence gz is also. 
3.FUNDAMENTALPROPERTIES 
Here we state without proof the basic properties of the fi: 
(i) The function fi restricted to {x: uIx 3 Bi} or Y is the identity. 
(ii) For any x and z we have d(f&), fi(z)) < d(x, z). In particular, if 
fi(y) = Y, then 4fiWj Y) -G 4~ Y). 
(iii) If tciz = pi, then d(x, z) = d(f,(x), z) for all x. 
(iv) Let j2 be an interior point of Y. If tciz < Pi, then there is a ball4 
B(z, 6) such that d(f&v), 9) < d(z, 7) for all x E B(z, 6). 
Similar properties of gk easily follow. For example, if 
gk(z) = x, then @(B(z, 6)) C B(x, 6). 
THEOREM (Motzkin andschoenberg). If Y = n;C1{x:Nix 3 fii}C R” 
has an interior, then for any x0 there is an 1 such that gz(x,) E Y. H 
COROLLARY. If the elements of each ui aye 0, 1, or - 1, if each ui has 
at most two nonzero elements, if each pi is an integer, and if Y has an interior, 
then Y contains an x all of whose components are integers. 
Proof. Choose x0 with integer coordinates; it follows that subsequent 
xk and hence xI E Y have integer coordinates. q 
4. FINITE UNIFORM CONVERGENCE 
Two theorems are proved, both of which require that Y have an 
interior. The second theorem states that if X is the set of points within 
some distance of Y, then there is an 1 such that gz(X) C Y. The first 
theorem, which is used in the proof of the second, states a condition under 
which there is an 1 such that gz(R”) C Y. 
THEOREM. Assume that Y = n&{x: ccix 3 Bi} has an interior and 
that n im,l(x : qx = pi} is nonempty. Then there is alz 1 szuh that gz(R”) C Y. 
4 The ball R(z, 6) is the set {x: d(x, z) < 6) where b is a positive number. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on m. If m = 1, the conclusion is 
obvious. Now we assume that it is true for m < k and prove it for m = 
k + 1. 
Let U = nEi{ x: MAX = fii}. We have two cases corresponding to U 
containing one or more than one point. The second case will be reduced 
to the first case. 
Case 1. We assume that U is the singleton {uO}. Let S be the set 
of points x E Rn such that d(x, z~a) = S where 6 is a positive number. 
Let s be a point of S. There is an 1’ such that y = g2’(s) is in Y, and by 
property (iii) we see that y is in S. Let I0 = {i = 1,. . . , m: aiy = Bi); it 
follows that I0 contains fewer than k + 1 = m elements. There is a ball 
B(y, 6) such that x E B(y, 6) implies ujx > /3! for i $1O. By induction 
there is an I” such that 
g,,*g,,,_, * * * g,,+i(B(Y, 4) = Y. 
(Notice that fj for i $ I0 is the identity on B(y, 6) and that f,(B(y, 6)) C 
B(y, 6) for i E IO.) Since gl’(B(s, 6)) C B(y, 6), we have gl”(B(s, 8)) C Y 
where 1” = I” and 6” = 6. 
The collection B(s, 6”) for s E S forms an open covering of the compact 
set S, and hence there is a finite subcover B(si, Ssi), i = 1,. . , Y. Let 
1 = max lsi and we have gz(S) C Y. 
But if z is any point in Rn then there is an s in S and 0 3 0 such that 
.z = zco + e(s - uo). Further, g”(z) = g2(uo + e(s - zto)) = tie + B(g2(s) - 
zto) which is in Y since g”(s) is in Y. It follows that gz(R”) C Y. 
Case 2. Let u. be a point of U; U - u. is a subspace of R”. Let V 
be the orthogonal complement of U - uo, that is, let R” = V + (U - uo), 
where v(‘u - uo) = 0 for z, E V and w E U. Now in the space V consider 
Y’ = ynv = nyzl(vn{ x’ CQX 3 /Ii}). We can identify V with Rn’ . 
where n’ is the dimension of V. The assumptions of Case 1 are met by 
Y’ in the space V: Y’ clearly contains an open set in V and the hyperplanes 
V n (x: a$ = Bi} for i = 1,. . ., m have a unique common point in V. 
Since CQ(.U - uo) = 0 for u E U, we have tci E V and hence f,(V) C V. If 
21 E V fl (x: uix < fii}, then fi(v) is the point corresponding to v on the 
opposite side of V Cl {x: clix = /Ii} inV. Thatis,thefi,i=l ,..., mhave 
the desired action in V. Using the identification of V with R”’ and the 
results of Case 1, we can conclude that there is an 1 such that gz(V) C 
Y tl V. But then gz(Rn) = g”(V + U - uo) C Y since fi(v + u - uo) = 
fi(v) + u - uo, for i = 1,. . . , m, and since (Y fl V) + (U - uo) = Y. q 
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LEMMA. Given a collection of manifolds Hi, i = 1,. . . , m in R”, there 
i~~6>Os~chthatifI={i=l,...,m: B(z,d)nHi#+}fo7somez 
then n,, Hi # 4. 
Proof. Let IC (1,. . ., m} and suppose that for every B > 0 there 
is a z such that B(z, 6) n Hi # 4 f or i E 1. Consider the quadratic program, 
to minimize 
subject to 
XiE Hi, i E I. 
A quadratic function bounded below on a convex polyhedron attains its 
minimum, set [3] or [5]. From our supposition, we see that the minimum 
objective value is zero. It follows that n,, Hi # $. By considering all 
possible I, the result follows. q 
THEOREM. Assume that Y = nyZl{x: cl+ >, pi} bus an interior. Let 
Xbetheset{x:d(x,Y),(S}of~ ‘t oan s witlain a distance S of Y. Then there 
is a?z 1 such that g”(X) C Y. 
P7oof. Given the hyperplanes {x: six = Pi}, i = 1,. . ., m, let 6’ be 
the number stated to exist in the lemma just proved. For each IC 
(1,. . , m} for which nicl{ x: ccix = fiij # 4 Iet Z’ be the number such that 
hP(R”) c fliE1{x: c+ > pi) w h ere h = (h,, k,, . .) and where lar = g, if 
g, E {fi: i E I} and h, is the identity function on Rn if g, $ {fi: a’ E I>. The 
existence of such 2’ follows, of course, from the previous theorem. Let 
I1 = max 1’ where I ranges over the stated type. 
We now show that @‘(X1) C Y where X, = {x: d(x, Y) < a’>. Let y 
be a boundary point of Y. Recall gk(B(y, 6’)) C R(y, 6’). If we let 1 be the 
set of i = 1,. ., wz such that 1%: aiX = fii} ll B(y, 6’) # 6, then n&x: 
clix = /Ii) # $. Hence hzz(B(y, 6’)) C Y (where F, is defined for this 1). 
Further, gl’(R(y, 6’)) C Y since gz’ and hz’ agree on B(y, 8’). Thus we have 
@‘(X,) c Y. 
From property (ii) we see that g”‘(X) is contained in the set (x: d(x, Y) < 
(6 - a’)+}. By repeating the procedure, we can get an Zk such that g”“(X) 
is contained in the set (x: d(x, Y) < (6 - M’)+j. For some k, we get 
6 - k,,S’ f 0; letting I = Zko, we have gz(X) C Y, which is the result. l 
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